Charters lack oversight
The only thing public about charter schools is
their funding – they are often not subject to
open records laws, open meetings laws, or
other safeguards. This lack of oversight has
led to countless charter school scandals.
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Preparing for her daughter’s graduation in the
spring, Tuli Chediak received a blunt message
from her daughter’s charter high school: Pay us
$600 or your daughter won’t graduate.
She also received a harsh lesson about charter
schools: Sometimes they play by their own rules.
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Jeremy Rosende participates in his first-grade art class at
the Renaissance Charter School in Coral Springs.

During the past 15 years, Florida has embarked on
a dramatic shift in public education, steering
billions in taxpayer dollars from traditional school
districts to independently run charter schools. What
started as an educational movement has turned
into one of the region’s fastest-growing industries,
backed by real-estate developers and promoted by
politicians.

But while charter schools have grown into a $400-million-a-year business in South Florida,
receiving about $6,000 in taxpayer dollars for every student enrolled, they continue to operate
with little public oversight. Even when charter schools have been caught violating state laws,
school districts have few tools to demand compliance.
Charter schools have become a parallel school system unto themselves, a system controlled
largely by for-profit management companies and private landlords — one and the same, in many
cases — and rife with insider deals and potential conflicts of interest.
In many instances, the educational mission of the school clashes with the profit-making mission of
the management company, a Miami Herald examination of South Florida’s charter school industry
has found. Consider:
• Some schools have ceded almost total control of their staff and finances to for-profit
management companies that decide how the schools’ money is spent. The Life Skills Center of
Miami-Dade County, for example, pays 97 percent of its income to a management company as a
“continuing fee.” And when the governing board of two affiliated schools in Hollywood tried to eject
its managers, the company refused to turn over school money it held — and threatened to press
criminal charges against any school officials who attempted to access the money.
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• Many management companies also control the land and buildings used by the schools —
sometimes collecting more than 25 percent of a school’s revenue in lease payments, in addition to
management fees. The owners of Academica, the state’s largest charter school operator, collect
almost $19!million a year in lease payments on school properties they control in Miami-Dade and
Broward counties, audit and property records show.
• Charter schools often rely on loans from management companies or other insiders to stay afloat,
making charter school governing boards beholden to the managers they oversee. Loans to two
Pompano Beach schools were disguised as gifts in financial documents to avoid scrutiny from the
school district and make struggling schools appear solvent, the schools’ former managers said in
court papers.
• At some financially weak schools, tight budgets have forced administrators to cut corners. The
cash-strapped Balere Language Academy in South Miami Heights taught its seventh-grade
students in a toolshed, records show. The Academy of Arts & Minds in Coconut Grove went
weeks without textbooks. Schools have also been accused of using illegal tactics to bring in more
money — charging students illegal fees for standard classes, or faking attendance records to earn
more tax dollars, court records show.
• Charter schools in Miami-Dade take a disproportionately lower share of black, poor and disabled
children, records show. One in three students in Miami-Dade traditional public schools are black,
while one in five charter school students are black. School district officials also suspect some
charter schools have deliberately sought out high-performing students — contrary to the schools’
contracts.
This year, several South Florida charter schools made headlines for violating local rules or state
laws, including Arts & Minds, which was accused of charging illegal fees to students, and Balere,
which the school district said turned into an after-hours nightclub on weekends. The district
withheld funding from both schools — before concluding that it does not have the legal authority
to do so.
That’s because Florida’s charter school laws — considered among the nation’s most charter
school friendly — are aimed more at promoting the schools than policing them, leaving school
districts with few ways to enforce the rules.
When school districts have taken a hard line with charter schools, they have found their decisions
second-guessed by state education officials in Tallahassee. And as the number of charter schools
has climbed — almost 200 now operate in Miami-Dade and Broward counties alone — state
lawmakers have chipped away at local school districts’ ability to monitor them.
“It’s frustrating for school district officials,” said John Schuster, spokesman for the Miami-Dade
school district. “The only cases where we can really intervene are safety-to-life, severe financial
distress or poor academic performance.”
MEDICINE FOR WHAT AILED US
Bringing marketplace principles to education
Charter schools first took hold in Florida in 1996, amid worries of overcrowded classrooms and
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poor student performance in urban school districts. They were seen as a cure for many of the
problems in public schools, bringing innovative techniques and smaller classes to populations of
students struggling to keep up. Charter schools were also designed to give parents more choices,
and bring the principles of the marketplace to public education. Competition from charter schools
was expected to force public schools to adapt and improve.
In many ways, the plan succeeded. Florida now has 519 charter schools — from small,
specialized schools tucked in strip malls and churches to sprawling new campuses with 3,000
kids from kindergarten to 12th grade.
Some charter schools rank among the highest in the state in academic performance. School
districts in Miami-Dade, Broward and around the state have responded to the competition by
creating more magnet schools and specialized programs.
By design, charter schools are unshackled from many of the bureaucratic rules of traditional
public schools, with independent school governing boards making most decisions instead of the
local school district. Charter school advocates say this freedom is needed for schools to be
creative and nimble, and to encourage start-ups.
While this freewheeling system has minimized the oversight of school districts, it has given rise to
a cottage industry of professional charter school management companies that — along with the
landlords and developers who own and build schools — control the lion’s share of charter schools’
money.
In Miami-Dade and Broward, about two in three charter schools are run by management
companies, which charge fees ranging from 5 to 18 percent of a school’s income. These fees can
exceed $1 million a year at a large charter school.
Some management companies handle only school finances, while others control the budget,
hiring and the curriculum.
In some cases, the managers effectively take over the schools, using financial leverage to render
the schools’ governing boards “irrelevant,” said Pam Hackett, a retired legislative aide who has
served on the boards of five Broward County charter schools.
“They push the little guy into a corner where they can’t afford to do anything but acquiesce or go
out of business,” Hackett said.
Two years ago, Hackett sparred with the Leona Group, a Michigan-based management company,
after the company removed a popular principal from two affiliated Hollywood charter schools on
whose board she serves — Sunshine Elementary and Paragon Academy of Technology. When
the board tried to rehire the principal, the management company objected, saying it alone had that
power.
“They basically told us: ‘According to the contract, we can do whatever we want,’ ” Hackett said.
The board had other complaints with Leona: The management company refused to provide
school records, including contracts and spending documents, and failed to follow the school’s
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education plan, school officials said. The board canceled Leona’s contract in July 2009.
When school officials later tried to access the schools’ bank accounts, Leona refused to give up
the money — and its lawyer accused them of attempting to steal it, court records show.
Leona “is committed to criminally prosecuting those individuals responsible for their attempted
theft from the account,” attorney Jeffrey Wood wrote in a letter to the schools’ attorney. The
dispute is now in litigation.
Leona executives did not return phone calls seeking comment.
Hackett says the schools now operate without any for-profit managers; instead, the principals
make all financial and educational decisions. “Overall, it’s cheaper and more efficient and more
accountable,” she said.
Many charter schools depend on management companies not just for expertise, but for cash.
Schools often borrow money from the managers, creating an uneasy arrangement that can stifle a
governing board’s independent oversight.
The Leona Group, for example, gave more than $360,000 to four Broward charter schools —
money described as gifts in the schools’ financial reports. But in court papers, the management
company said the payments were really loans disguised as gifts to make the schools appear
financially sound.
“The funds were referred to as a ‘one-time gift’ so that the schools would not have to show the
funds on their balance sheets,” the management company’s lawyers wrote. The schools insist the
payments were gifts, not loans.
It is not uncommon for management companies to give or lend money to schools to get them up
and running, said Jonathan Hage, president of Charter Schools USA of Fort Lauderdale, one of
the region’s largest charter school operators.
Most charter schools lose money in the first year or two as they try to expand enrollment while
paying rent, construction costs and other start-up expenses, he said. In addition, new charter
schools often find it difficult to get financing from banks.
Hage and other charter school supporters say the state’s funding formula for charter schools is
inadequate, making it difficult for smaller schools to survive without assistance. Hage’s company
benefits from scale, he said. “Being able to spread overhead costs over many schools and many
students helps.”
Statewide, about one in four charter schools have shut down since 1996, either voluntarily or at
the command of local school districts — double the national average. Most schools close for
financial rather than academic reasons.
SCHOOLS AND THEIR LANDLORDS
For property owners, it’s a profitable deal
Charter schools generally receive more than 80 percent of their income in per-student payments
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from the state. In addition to the roughly $6,000 per-student allocation — slightly less than what
traditional public schools receive — charter schools also get some state funds for facilities and
maintenance.
For most charter schools, finding a location is the greatest difficulty and expense. Most schools
rent their facilities — in churches, shopping centers, or brand-new school buildings erected by
real-estate developers. Any property used by charter schools is exempt from property taxes.
Some schools devote less than 5 percent of their income to rent. Others pay crippling rates.
“Rent continues to be the greatest financial impact for our school,” administrators at Broward
Community Charter West wrote in a report to the state Department of Education last year. The
school was $118,000 in the red that year.
Neither the state nor the local school districts have rules or guidelines on how much a charter
school lease should cost; nor are schools required to seek independent appraisals. But Hage, of
Charter Schools USA, said a school’s lease should not eat up more than 20 percent of its
revenue.
A Miami Herald review found 19 schools in Miami-Dade and Broward with rents exceeding 20
percent of their income in 2010 — about one in seven South Florida charter schools renting
property that year. One Miami Gardens school spent 43 percent of its income on rent, according
to audit reports.
Many of the highest rents are charged by landlords with ties to the management companies
running the schools, The Miami Herald found. At least 56 charter schools in Miami-Dade and
Broward counties sit on land whose owners are tied to management companies, property records
show.
For example, the Lincoln-Martí Charter School in Hialeah paid $744,000 in rent last year — about
25 percent of the school’s $3 million budget, even after the landlord reduced the rent by $153,000.
The previous year, the school spent one-third of its income on rent, audit records show.
Records show the landlord, D.P. Real Estate Holdings, and the management company are run by
the same man: former Miami-Dade School Board member Demetrio Perez Jr. Perez’s son,
Demetrio J. Perez, works at the management company, which operates three Lincoln-Martí
charter schools.
The Lincoln-Martí charter schools were established by three friends of the elder Perez, who owns
a string of well-known private schools and daycare centers also called Lincoln-Martí.
The younger Perez said the school buildings are too large for the student body: Only 364 students
attend the school, though the facilities can hold up to 1,000 kids. He said the rent, at $9.78 per
square foot, is below market rate; however, the board did not seek an appraisal before approving
the lease.
Board member Gil Beltran said the elder Perez plays no role in the school. However, at Perez’s
request, the board agreed last year to guarantee $24 million in loans for his real-estate business,
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records show.
After school district officials objected, the bank released the charter schools from the loan last
month. “We didn’t see anything inappropriate about it,” Perez’s son said.
His father’s company has also agreed to give the school $350,000 before the end of the school
year as a gift, the younger Perez said. The school currently owes $250,000 in overdue rent.
School districts don’t have the authority to dictate the terms of a charter school’s lease, or any
other financial deals. That role falls to a school’s governing board.
But in many cases, the governing board includes members with ties to the management company
or the landlord — creating a potential conflict.
At the Academy of Arts & Minds in Coconut Grove, the school’s founder, Manuel Alonso-Poch,
acts as the school’s landlord, its manager and the food-service vendor. For the first three years
the school operated, Alonso-Poch also served on the governing board, school records show. He
stepped down at the urging of the school district in 2006.
Alonso-Poch still has close ties to the board: His cousin, Ruth “Chuny” Montaner, is the
chairwoman of the board, which approved all of the school’s contracts with Alonso-Poch’s
companies — including a lease that cost 28 percent of the school’s revenue in 2010. (Montaner
did not vote on Alonso-Poch’s $90,000-a-year management contract.)
Another Arts & Minds board member, Jorge Guerra Castro, was listed as a board member for
years, though he lives in Peru. Castro said he was unaware that he was named to the board until
he was told about it by a Herald reporter — yet some school board meeting records purport to
show his attendance.
In some instances, the landlords hold significant sway with charter schools’ governing boards.
The landlord of the Charter School at Waterstone in Homestead has the right “to be involved” in
any decision to remove the school’s management company, under that school’s lease. Last year,
landlord Luis Machado warned the school’s board not to renew a contract with a management
firm that had sued the school over a contract dispute, records of the school’s Jan. 6, 2010, board
meeting show. Machado told the board he wanted to make sure the school operated “within his
business philosophy.”
The school’s board dropped the management company. Machado did not return phone calls
seeking comment.
WHEN SCHOOLS PURSUE PROFITS
Strange things can happen, like $600 fees
As statewide budget cuts have hit the bottom line at all public schools, some charters have been
accused of cutting costs and boosting revenue at the expense of children and parents.
It’s a story Tuli Chediak knows well. As her daughter was preparing to graduate from the
International Studies Charter High School in Miami earlier this year, Chediak was notified that she
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had failed to complete the 120 hours of volunteer service required of all parents. Her family was
told to pay $600 — $5 for each hour — or their daughter could not graduate, Chediak said.
The mother had signed paperwork promising to complete the volunteer service, a common
requirement at private schools and some charters. But Chediak said the school offered few
opportunities to complete the service. The contract said nothing about a fine or withholding her
daughter from graduation, she said.
Chediak refused to pay and complained to the school district, which declined to get involved. The
school ultimately allowed her daughter to graduate, and blamed the dispute on a
miscommunication. But the experience left Chediak and other parents who were asked to pay
frustrated.
“There are people taking advantage of parents,” she said. “It shouldn’t be that way.”
The Balere Language Academy saved cash by teaching nine seventh-graders in a wooden
storage shed on campus, records show. One report by the school district said students “had
difficulty putting their legs comfortably under the desks.”
The school denied it, but district photographs show colorful posters, a whiteboard and student
papers hanging from the walls. The shed is no longer used for classes.
Arts & Minds boosted its bank account for several years by charging student fees for basic
classes like math and reading — a violation of state law, school district officials said. The district
complained about the practice in September, prompting Arts & Minds administrators to return all
checks received from parents this school year.
Parents at Arts & Minds, a school that has relied on loans from its landlord and founder to stay in
the black, had also complained that the school did not have enough books for its students, and
some classes had no teachers for the first five weeks of this school year.
The complaints aren’t new: Earlier this year, school administrators were photocopying textbooks,
until the school’s then-principal questioned whether this violated copyright laws, governing board
minutes show.
Insiders at the Mavericks High of South Miami-Dade, a Homestead charter school for at-risk
students, also say the school has broken state law to bring in more money.
Kelly Shaw, a former career coordinator at the school, filed a whistleblower suit in June accusing
school administrators of defrauding the school district by inflating student attendance and
enrollment figures, to increase the amount of money the school collected.
A former Mavericks teacher, Maria del Cristo, filed a separate suit accusing the school of
improperly charging fees to students enrolling at the school. Through their attorney, Shaw and del
Cristo declined to comment.
Lauren Hollander, the CEO of the school’s management company, Mavericks in Education
Florida, denied the allegations, and said both women had been fired “for cause.” The lawsuits are
still pending.
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Miami-Dade school district officials said they never heard of the allegations.
KEEPING TABS ON PUBLIC DOLLARS
More monitoring urged, less monitoring OK’d
Many problems at charter schools go undetected until they become debilitating — if they’re
discovered at all.
Charter schools are required to file financial statements with their local school districts. The
reports are among the most important monitoring tools districts have to assess the financial health
of charter schools.
Still, the statements don’t always show the complete picture. The law does not require operators
to provide details on day-to-day spending — and governing boards can sometimes be left in the
dark.
In 2007, the board of Sunshine Academy in Miramar went to police after discovering that the
school’s principal, Alcira Manzano, had made unauthorized withdrawals from the school’s account
— including $5,200 for a down payment on an SUV, court records show. The board closed the
school, and Manzano was arrested on theft charges.
Investigators later found that Manzano had also made loans to the school and personally paid the
rent. Broward County prosecutors dropped the charges against Manzano in June.
“The record keeping at the school and oversight of the school by the board of directors was
virtually nonexistent,” prosecutor Kathryn Heaven wrote in a memo after dropping the case. “The
school appears to have been poorly run.”
In 2008, a legislative report said the state should adopt stronger monitoring methods to detect
struggling schools before they reach the brink of closing.
Instead, lawmakers relaxed the rules even more. Earlier this year, Gov. Rick Scott signed a bill
allowing some high-performing schools to file financial reports quarterly, instead of monthly. The
Legislature also reduced the amount of money that high-performing charter schools must pay to
school districts to cover the costs of oversight.
Even when school districts detect problems, their ability to assess charter schools’ conduct and
demand compliance is limited.
For example, state law does not spell out clear conflict-of-interest rules for charter schools or their
governing boards — a shortcoming highlighted by legislative analysts in 2008, but never changed.
Nor does the law clearly define how much control a management company should have.
Earlier this year, Miami-Dade school district auditors questioned whether four schools — two Life
Skills charter schools and two Renaissance charter schools —were operating as mere passthroughs to their for-profit management companies.
The Life Skills schools each paid 97 percent of their money to White Hat Management of Ohio,
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which in turn paid the school’s expenses — including lease payments to another White Hat
company. White Hat officials did not return phone calls seeking comment.
The school district’s audit committee considered asking the schools to modify their contracts, but
the district’s attorney determined that the district could not take action.
School districts can deny an application for a new charter school or refuse to renew a school’s
charter. But the state Board of Education has overturned those decisions 30 times since 2003,
state records show. (The state upheld 53 denials over the same time period.)
School districts can also close a school that has received consecutive failing grades or has
persistent financial problems. But some districts, including Miami-Dade, have had that power
questioned, too.
In 2010, the Miami-Dade School Board voted to close Rise Academy in Homestead after the
school ended the year $250,000 in the red. Questionable expenses included $8,300 at retail
clothing stores; $2,800 at hotels and Orlando theme parks; and $2,145 at restaurants, according
to bank records. Meanwhile, teachers had gone unpaid and textbooks were in short supply.
Weeks later, the decision to close Rise was overturned by the state Board of Education. State
education officials said the school, which had boosted its state-issued grade from F to A in a
single year, had not received a fair hearing.
Rise never reopened.
Charter school advocates insist the law and state rules provide for enough oversight.
“There is absolute accountability,” said Lynn Norman-Teck, a spokeswoman for the Florida
Consortium of Public Charter Schools. “Parents, if they see something wrong, will call the school,
the district, Tallahassee.”
But district officials say it is a frustrating exercise.
“School districts are limited in their authority over charter schools,” said Schuster, the Miami-Dade
spokesman. “They have minimal ability to impose effective consequences.”
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Andrew Vanacore, The Times-Picayune

Inci Akpinar, the vice president of a company called Atlas Texas Construction & Trading, sat down with an
official from the Louisiana Department of Education a little more than a year ago and made him an offer.
As the state official, Folwell Dunbar, recalled in a memo to department
colleagues, Akpinar flattered him with "a number of compliments" before
getting to the point: "I have twenty-five thousand dollars to fix this problem:
twenty thousand for you and five for me."
At the time, Dunbar was investigating numerous complaints against Abramson
Science & Technology Charter School in eastern New Orleans, which shares
apparent ties to Akpinar's firm as well as charter schools in other states run by
Turkish immigrants.
In fact, state auditors had already turned up startling deficiencies at Abramson.

Folwell Dunbar

The records they kept of unannounced visits to the campus, as well as
interviews with former teachers, paint a chaotic scene: classrooms without instructors for weeks and even
months at a time, students who claimed their science fair projects had been done by teachers, a single
special-needs instructor for a school of nearly 600.
Dunbar -- having declined to take money from Akpinar -- recommended more than a year ago that the state
board of education yank Abramson's charter.
But the board ultimately stopped short of closing down the school, giving it a year to shape up under a
"corrective action plan."
Until this Friday, the school was set to open its doors for another academic year because of a tweak to board
policy that pushed back all charter renewals until later in the year.
But after questioning by the The Times-Picayune, acting State Superintendent of Education Ollie Tyler late
Friday wrote to the state board asking it to prevent the school from opening in the fall, citing problems
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discovered during the original investigation and a new information about an incident between two young
students that was possibly sexual in nature.
BESE agreed.
Tevfik Eski, the head of the nonprofit organization that runs Abramson, denied allegations about cheating in
science fair competitions and outlined a number of steps the school has taken to bolster special education.
He said the school has no association with Atlas Texas. Atlas officials did not immediately respond to a
request for comment.
But records of the state's audit, obtained by The Times-Picayune through a public information request, as
well as first-hand accounts from teachers, offer a view inside a school that has drawn widespread concern in
education circles around the city.
That an executive from Atlas Texas, a Houston-based contractor, would speak on the school's behalf points
to the somewhat opaque connections that link Abramson with other schools and businesses founded by
Turkish expatriates. Atlas has won numerous contracts in the past from a Texas-based school operator
called the Cosmos Foundation.
Cosmos does not run Abramson, but it has a wide-ranging support contract with the Pelican Education
Foundation, the local nonprofit that operates both Abramson and Kenilworth Science & Technology Charter
School in Baton Rouge.
Among teachers who have spent time in the building, Abramson has earned something of a black-sheep
reputation.
Many have wondered about the foreign instructors at the school who appear to be of Turkish origin. State
records and interviews show some had trouble communicating in English, which has led to speculation that
the school may be taking advantage of a visa program intended to bring highly skilled workers into the
country.
Similar allegations have cropped up in other states where the Cosmos Foundation operates. The group runs
a charter network called the Harmony Schools in Texas, where they've encountered unfounded accusations
that they somehow promote Islamic extremism, largely because of an interest by some of the group's
leaders in the movement begun by a Turkish religious scholar named Fethullah Gulen.
Both Cosmos and Pelican have disavowed any official religious links, though Abramson teachers on a schoolsponsored trip to Turkey received pamphlets on the Gulen movement. The literature emphasizes Gulen's
peaceful message and a commitment to serve "people regardless of faith."
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Abramson opened back in 2007 on the site of the old Marion Abramson Senior
High School along Read Boulevard.
Like many high schools before Hurricane Katrina, the old Abramson had
struggled academically, finishing its last year in 2005 with a school performance
score from the state of 31.2 -- far below what Louisiana considers
"academically unacceptable."
The new Abramson, part of a revolutionary post-storm movement toward
independent charter schools, was able to produce vastly improved results. Still
operating out of a set of trailers where the old Abramson school building once
stood, it notched a school performance score of 78 last year.
As the school's full name suggests, Abramson focuses on a science and math-

View full size
Abramson teachers on a
school-sponsored trip to
Turkey received
pamphlets, like this one,
on the Gulen movement.

heavy curriculum, and Pelican's website trumpets the success its students have
had at science fairs around the state.
Like many of the charter schools that have sprung up in New Orleans since 2005, Abramson has welcomed
young recruits from Teach for America, a group whose ranks in the city have swelled.
Mary Elise DeCoursey arrived at Abramson as a first-year TFA instructor in the
fall of 2009. The school assigned her to teach 8th and 11th grade English
courses along with a journalism elective.
But something odd happened around October, DeCoursey said: the teacher
next door, who taught a Turkish language course, disappeared.
The instructor never came back but students continued to show up for the
course, sitting unattended in the classroom day after day. Several times,
DeCoursey said, she called down to the office and was told that someone would
Mary Elise DeCoursey

be up shortly. No one ever came, a pattern that she said persisted for months.
Meanwhile, the rumors about science projects had reached her as well. One of

her students complained that she had finished her own science fair entry only to be handed a different
project by school officials -- one "that could win," DeCoursey said.
Nor was there any apparent help for students with special needs, she said.
She was never unaware whether any of her students had the individualized education plans, or IEPs, that
are required by federal law, and none of her students was ever pulled out of class for extra help. DeCoursey
said the only time the school's special education instructor intervened in her class was after the school's
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principal asked her which students might be in danger of failing the state's LEAP test. Standardized test
results are a major component of school performance scores, which ultimately determine whether a schools
is allowed to continue taking in students.
Growing alarmed, DeCoursey and three other teachers who shared her concerns began keeping written
records of what they saw, asking students to document similar instances of unethical behavior.
Finally, during a birthday get-together at the wine bar Delachaise, one of the teachers, Charm Baker, broke
down in tears over conditions at the school, DeCoursey said. They decided that night to get in touch with the
state.
In an email dated Feb. 2, 2010, and signed by DeCoursey, Baker and two others, they wrote to Kenneth
Campell, then head of the state's charter office: "Though we are fully aware of the significant amount of
autonomy given to charter schools, we are now concerned that this autonomy is being abused to the point
that students are being forced to engage in unethical acts."
They also reported a "general feeling of
fear" among the school's staff because of
what appeared to be retaliation against
teachers, parents and students who had
spoken up about the school's practices in
the past.
Seeming to confirm those fears, the school
fired Baker as the state's audit got under
way that spring, according to DeCoursey
and state records.
But the state investigation appeared to
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Four teachers at the Abramson Science & Technology Charter School
reported a 'general feeling of fear' among the school's staff because of
what appeared to be retaliation against teachers, parents and students
who had spoken up about the school's practices.

back up much of what the teachers had
written in their note.
A team of at least seven people -- independent experts as well as officials from the department of education
and the state-run Recovery School District -- visited the school and recorded their observations in written
reports.
Though Abramson advertises a special focus on science and technology, state officials found lab materials
"still boxed, with most of the instruments still packed and sealed" after two years sitting at the school.
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Robert Daigle, an educational consultant who visited Abramson wrote, "It was the cleanest science
equipment I had ever seen in my 21 years as a science teacher. I speculate lack of use kept them so clean.
And this was in the science lab that all teachers go to for experiments."
Another outside expert who visited Abramson, Barbara Cassara, reported that several students confirmed
they had done little or none of the work that went into their science projects: "One child indicated that her
mother would not let her participate in the off-campus fair because she had not done the work herself.
Another said the teacher did her brother's project."
A group of ninth-graders, asked at random how their grades were, all responded by saying they had straight
A's or B's, and said they felt the state's standardized exams were "easy." Asked why, "they said that if you
participated in the review, you would know what to do. They described practice on items that were very
close to the items on the test."
Another group of students was "very vocal about their outrage over the firing of the 'best' teacher," later
identified in the state record as "Mrs. Baker."
The school declined to give its reasons for firing Baker, citing a policy against discussing the conduct of its
teachers.
The state audit also turned up a significant lack of resources for special-needs students.
Federal law requires that every student classified with a special need have an IEP, developed through
observation and interviews.
Margaret Lang, executive director for the state department of education's intervention services, reported
that all of the special-needs students at Abramson had IEP's that called for one hour-long session of special
education instruction per week. "This would indicate that this is not an individual decision when all students
have similar and very limited special education instruction," Lang wrote. The special ed coordinator told Lang
that "instruction was limited because that was all she could do as the only special educator for the K-11
school."
There were also complaints from teachers and students about the difficulty of communicating with some of
the foreign staff.
One group of students apparently grew "animated" as they told state auditors that there were "many
teachers in the school who did a poor job of communicating material to them because of poor language skills
and poor teaching skills." After an interview with one of the middle school math teachers, the state's audit
notes, "The teacher has poor English skills and is very difficult to understand."
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While the school employs foreign teachers, there is no evidence that Abramson or any other school
associated with the Cosmos Foundation has ties to Islamic extremism.
Teachers who traveled to Turkey on an Abramson-sponsored trip brought back written materials about the
Gulen Movement. But none of the teachers who spoke for this article described any trace of the movement's
teachings in the curriculum at Abramson. And there is no mention of Gulen in records that came from the
state.
One of the pamphlets brought back by an Abramson teacher describes the movement as "neither an Islamic
nor a religious movement." Instead it "centers its works and efforts on high human values and the human
person."
Still, Dunbar, the state's academic advisor for charter schools, described a series of bizarre encounters as he
and others carried out the audit that suggest a network of associations at Abramson extending beyond
Louisiana.
When his team made its initial unplanned visit to the school, they were told the high school students would
be leaving for a field trip. But students "indicated that they did not know about the trip," Dunbar wrote, and
"a few teachers said it was put together at the last minute. Team members suspect that it was done because
of the review."
On a follow-up visit to the school, Dunbar was told that representatives from both the Cosmos Foundation
and Atlas Texas had arrived and wanted to meet with him.
"They proceeded to shower me with compliments, to the extent that it made me feel uncomfortable,"
Dunbar wrote. Akpinar, the vice president from Atlas Texas, even contacted Dunbar after the meeting to see
if they could get drinks that evening.
"I declined," he wrote.
After persistent requests, Dunbar said he agreed to meet her at the Starbucks on Magazine Street, where
Akpinar offered $25,000 to help "fix this problem," Dunbar wrote. He recalled explaining that it would be a
conflict of interest for a state official to take money from the school.
She responded that he would "only need to advise them," adding, "You are the only one who can help us."
Dunbar concluded in the same memo that the state board of education should revoke school's the charter.
He suggested the state bring in another charter operator for the lower grades and disperse the high school
students to other campuses.
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"Later in the day I joked with my wife, 'I might need to enter a witness protection plan,'" Dunbar wrote. "In
retrospect, I'm starting to think it's not all that funny."
A spokeswoman for the state education department said Dunbar reported the incident to the New Orleans
Police Department, which couldn't find "hard evidence" to substantiate the incident.
Ultimately, the state decided to renew Abramson's charter for one year, contingent on the school carrying
out a detailed corrective action plan. (A typical renewal lasts anywhere from two to 10 years.)
The school would have come up for review again this summer, but the state board of education altered its
policy on all charter renewals this year. Instead of considering applications in the summer, the board will
conduct reviews after school performance scores are calculated in October. The idea is to make sure the
latest scores are available and, if necessary, give the state more time before the beginning of a new school
year to find a different operator.
State officials have followed up with numerous site visits, and the school claims to have bulked up its special
education staff.
But after Friday's sudden shut-down, it appears families will have to find a new school for their children, with
little more than a month left until classes begin.
In recent interviews, several teachers who worked at Abramson this past year said problems have continued
at the school, in particular around students with special needs.
Genevieve Redd, a first-year Teach for America recruit at Abramson this past year, described making several
failed attempts to get help for a student she suspected of being abused, an account the school disputes.
Redd said she encountered a 5-year-old student from her kindergarten class in a school bathroom, poised in
what appeared to be a sexual position with another student who had stripped naked.
But she said she hit a wall when she took the incident to the school's administration. She said the dean of
students told her to give the child "the benefit of the doubt," while the principal remarked that "we all know
he's goofy, anyway." She said they told her to throw away the page-long write-up she had prepared on the
incident and simply log it as a minor classroom disturbance. The dean of students, she said, promised to
handle contacting the child's parents and the authorities but never followed through.
When she caught her student pulling the same classmate into a supply closet, Redd said, the school's
guidance counselor finally called Child & Family Services and the parents, but neither were aware of a
previous incident.
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The principal at the time, Cunyet Dokmen, has left the school. But the current principal, Andrea Estavan,
refuted Redd's version of events, saying the school contacted the police and the child's parents immediately
after the first incident. Estavan said the school decided not to renew Redd's contract because of poor
classroom management, speculating that her allegations are retaliation.
Patrice Yarls, the dean of students, recalled a slightly different version of the incident. Yarls said that after
questioning the students after the first encounter, the administration felt unsure of what had happened. She
said the school did not call police after the first incident and could not remember whether parents had been
contacted.
Redd claims that she left the school on amiable terms after Dokmen explained that she would be let go
because of budget cuts.
Andrew Vanacore can be reached at avanacore@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3304.
© 2011 NOLA.com. All rights reserved.
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Judge tells charter-school company
to open books
White Hat must reveal how public funds are used
By Catherine Candisky
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A Franklin County judge ordered major GOP donor and charter-school
operator David L. Brennan to turn over a detailed accounting of how his
for-profit management company spends the millions of tax dollars it
receives each year.
Common Pleas Judge John F. Bender ruled that White Hat Management
Co. is required to disclose the financial information under Ohio law.
State law “clearly and unambiguously requires operators of community
schools to provide their governing authorities with a detailed accounting
of how public funds are spent,” Bender wrote in a 12-page decision on a
request by several charter schools in their ongoing lawsuit against White
Hat.
For years, the company has refused to open its books, claiming such
information was secret.
The decision is good news for the nine schools suing White Hat and others
who for years have tried unsuccessfully to learn what portion of the tax
dollars the company receives is spent on teacher salaries, school supplies
and other expenses, and how much it pocketed.
“We are pleased that the court has ruled that the accounting information
we seek is both relevant and discoverable,” said Karen S. Hockstad,
attorney for the charter schools that filed the lawsuit.
“For charter-school governing authorities, having knowledge and input on
how taxpayer dollars are spent to education Ohio’s children is critical to
the success of the schools.”
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Brennan’s attorney, Charles R. Saxbe, could not be reached for comment
yesterday.
One of the nation’s largest charter-school operators, White Hat runs more
than 30 charter schools across Ohio. The schools are funded by the state
like traditional public schools but are privately operated.
Last year, schools in the Akron and Cleveland areas sued to terminate or
renegotiate contracts with White Hat, saying their input was ignored and
White Hat ran the schools “as they deem fit regardless of many legitimate
objections, questions and challenges that the (community schools) have
raised.”
Under contracts with the schools, White Hat receives 96 percent of the
state aid they receive.
Bender’s decision means White Hat must turn over a broad range of
financial data including: how much is spent on teacher salaries,
computers, textbooks and other classroom equipment; an inventory of
personal property for each school; how much is spent on lobbying state
lawmakers or making political contributions; and funds paid for security.
Brennan is the second-biggest Republican campaign donor over the past
decade. His lobbyists wrote many of the proposals governing charter
schools in the House’s proposed state budget this year, although most
were removed by the Senate.
The judge said the accounting is limited to amounts paid from public
funds and does not apply to personal expenditures by Brennan or his
employees.
ccandisky@dispatch.com
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